LEGEND:
1. Covered canopy play
2. Casual outdoor seating
3. Outdoor 6th grade science
4. Outdoor special ed
5. Dual function bus drop-off + hard surface play
6. Hard surface play (b-ball)
7. Gate
8. Perimeter fencing
9. Potential future phase parking
10. Cross country trail loop
11. Raingarden entry feature at parking w/ observation deck
12. Small sculptural accent element and reader board
13. Monument sign
14. Special ed bus drop and service area
Schematic Design - Site

DESIGN INTENT

Hackable spaces that embrace the arts and sciences

Cup art on chain link fence: opportunity for student engagement and customization

Climbing wall
**Schematic Design - Site**

**DESIGN INTENT**

- Design and graphics as a teaching tool

Educational signage

Raingarden
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BCRA
Engaging transitions between interior spaces, and to the outdoors

Birch trees interwoven with masses of color
Schematic Design - Building
DESIGN INTENT

Hackable spaces that embrace the arts and sciences

Legacy wall with spirited graphics
Student engagement

Opportunity to include inspirational messaging

Translucent wall for collaboration
Flexible environment

FLOOR 2

FLOOR 1
Schematic Design - Building

DESIGN INTENT

- Design and graphics as a teaching tool

Exposed items explain how building operates

Map made out of an interactive material: highlight places people have been and places where people aspire to go

Mt. Rainier educational infographic with view of Mt. Rainier in the distance